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Ultra-powerful compact amplifiers for short laser pulses *
V. M. Malkin,† G. Shvets, and N. J. Fisch
Department of Astrophysical Sciences, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey 08544

~Received 18 November 1999; accepted 8 February 2000!

Laser energies and powers, significantly much higher than available now through the most advanced
chirped pulse amplifiers, might be achieved in much smaller devices. The working medium in such
devices is plasma, capable of tolerating ultrahigh laser intensities within times shorter than it takes
for filamentation instabilities to develop. The ultrafast amplification mechanism that outruns
filamentation instabilities is the transient Raman backscattering of a laser pump in plasma. In
principle, this mechanism is fast enough to reach nearly relativistic pumped pulse intensities, like
1017W/cm2 for l51 mm wavelength radiation. Such a nonfocused intensity would be 105 times
higher than currently available. This mechanism also produces complete pump depletion. Many
amplifiers with expensive and fragile meter-size gratings might then be replaced by a single
amplifier comprised of a 1 cmsize plasma layer. Raman instabilities of the pump to noise, as the
pump traverses plasma layer towards the seed pulse, can be suppressed by detuning the resonance
appropriately, even as the desired amplification process persists with high efficiency due to
nonlinear resonance broadening. Moreover, since the peak intensity scales like 1/l2, even much
higher laser intensities might become feasible when appropriate x-ray pump lasers are developed.
© 2000 American Institute of Physics.@S1070-664X~00!96605-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Laser intensities inside conventional amplifiers are li
ited to gigawatts (GW5109 W) per cm2, above which non-
linear modification of the material refraction index caus
unacceptable distortions of the laser pulses. This limitat
kept the peak laser intensity nearly constant for almost
years until the chirp pulse amplification~CPA! technique
was invented in middle–late 1980s~see, for instance, Ref. 1!.
The CPA reaches terawatt (TW51012W) per cm2 intensities
by means of longitudinal compression of laser pulsesafter
their amplification. The compression of specially prepa
chirped pulses is usually accomplished by two parallel d
fraction gratings. The preparation includes stretching of
seed pulse by a matching stretcher~usually consisting of two
antiparallel diffraction gratings! and then amplification by a
high-quality broad-bandwidth amplifier. To get petaw
(PW51015W) laser power~necessary, say, for the fast ig
niter scenario of inertial fusion, Ref. 2! having TW/cm2 out-
put intensities, one needs about meter-diameter gratings
extrapolate this technique to the exawatt (EW51018W)
power range, hundreds of such gratings would be requi
The gratings are expensive, can be damaged by intense
and yet high-quality broad-bandwidth amplifiers are need
Moreover, there is a technological limit to the intensity th
can be concentrated onto a final material surface, wheth
be a mirror or a grating, employed for focusing the outp
pulse outside the compressor. This limit will be in the ran
of tens of TW/cm2.

It can be imagined, however, that both the focused
nonfocused ultrahigh laser intensities might be most na
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rally produced by amplifying plasma layers. An extreme
fast amplification mechanism in the plasma is needed
this, since intense pulses in plasma are subject to very
filamentation instabilities. The major idea here is to rea
ultrahigh laser intensities inside a plasma-based amplifie
a time short compared to the growth time for filamentati
instabilities. Analysis of transient Raman backscattering
plasma as a possible mechanism for such a fast compres
of a laser pump indicates that 1017W/cm2 intensities ofl
51 mm-wavelength radiation might be achieved. The cor
sponding fluences would be about 5 kJ/cm2. These intensi-
ties and fluences are huge compared to what might be
technological limit for output pulses reflected from a ma
rial surface, such as occurs for CPA. Yet, 1/l2 times higher
intensities and 1/l times higher fluences might be achieve
for shorter-wavelength lasers.

Note that output pulses intensities given above for b
the CPA and plasma based fast compressors are nonfoc
i.e., taken before the transverse focusing subsequent to
compression. The focused intensities are substanti
higher; for instance, focusing of a 10 cm-diameter pulse
10 mm increases the intensity 108 times. The total power,
however, is not changed by focusing.

A conceptual scheme for obtaining ultrahigh laser po
ers by means of transient Raman backscattering in a pla
is illustrated by Fig. 1. A short laser seed is amplified by
nearly counterpropagating laser pump, up-shifted by
plasma frequencyvp , to a high power within an undercriti
cal (vp!v[2pc/l) plasma layer, thin enough that de
structive instabilities have insufficient time or distance
develop. The duration of the pump has to be at least 2L/c,
whereL is the width of the plasma slab, andc is the speed of
light. By properly shaping the seed, pump and plasma la
2 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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2233Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 7, No. 5, May 2000 Ultra-powerful compact amplifiers for short laser pulses
the amplified pulse might be focused to reach extreme in
sity at the target.

The transient backward Raman amplification proces
shown schematically in Fig. 2. An initially small seed pul
grows, consuming all the incident pump energy. The m
mentum is transfered to the relatively low-frequency~and
hence low-energy! Langmuir wave.

II. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Stimulated Raman backscattering was observed firs
liquids.3 Experiments showed that this process can rap
deplete the pump. An important feature of stimulated Ram
backscattering, also noted in Ref. 3, is that the pumped p
grows to intensities much higher than that of the pump. T
is because the pulse continually encounters unperturbed
gions of the medium and absorbs new regions of the pu
ing beam. In the absence of the medium excitations,
pumped pulse, being even more intense than the pump,
not return energy back to the higher-frequency pump.

It was realized soon that the process can be used to
vert energy stored in a long laser beam into a much sho
laser pulse. The possibility was broadly considered in c
nection with excimer laser pulse compression for iner
confinement fusion systems. An early review of backwa
Raman compression of excimer lasers for inertial fusi
Ref. 4, outlined major advantages and problems of conv
tional backward Raman compressors–amplifiers. Among

FIG. 1. A conceptual scheme for obtaining ultrahigh laser powers by me
of transient Raman backscattering in a plasma. A short seed pulse is inj
into an underdense plasma layer where it is amplified by a nearly cou
propagating long laser pump. The seed is down-shifted from the pum
the plasma frequency, so that the lasers are coupled in the plasma th
the resonantly excited Langmuir wave. The coupling can be strong eno
even in a highly underdense plasma, where each of the lasers propagat
in the vacuum before meeting the second laser. This is because the
ward Raman coupling in a highly underdense plasma is much~by twice the
laser-to-plasma frequency ratio! stronger than the forward Raman couplin
By appropriate shaping of the lasers and plasma layer, the ultraintense
put pulse can be focused, without contacting a material surface, to r
extreme intensity on the target.
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advantages are very modest requirements to the pump
quality in such devices, due to the averaging of fluctuatio
in the pump intensity over the pumped pulse path.

The major drawbacks to conventional backward Ram
compressors–amplifiers appear to be associated with the
ward Raman scattering instability of both the pump a
pumped lasers. In gases, the forward instability usually ha
higher growth rate than the backward one. The unfavora
forward-to-backward asymmetry of Raman gain imposes
vere limitations on efficiency of the laser pulse compress
by backward Raman scattering. The most critical limitati
comes from the forward Raman scattering of the pump
pulse which intensity exceeds that of the pump. The co
sponding parasitic signal is the first forward Stokes com
nent with respect to the pumped pulse, that is the sec
backward Stokes component with respect to the pump.

This second Stokes radiation of Ref. 4 has been rece
suppressed by using Raman gas mixtures to arrange fo
second backward Stokes to be under transient conditi
while the first backward Stokes is amplified under station
conditions ~see Refs. 5 and 6!. In these experiments, KrF
laser pulses of 249 nm wavelength and energies 0.1 J an
J were compressed from 20 ns to 67 ps and 150 ps with
estimated efficiency of 22% and 27%, respectively. T
technique, however, cannot be extrapolated to the m
more intense (106) and much shorter (1023) duration pulses
through the methods proposed here.

Interestingly, several early ideas in Raman compress
that apparently were not appreciated for their intended ap
cations, or at least not pursued very vigorously, may now
adapted to the high power applications considered here
particular, it was noted in Ref. 7 that the forward-t
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FIG. 2. Schematic of laser amplification via transient stimulated Ram
backscattering. The originally small seed grows and completely consu
the incident pump. The seed, even though exceeding the pump intensity
consumes the pump. This is because a Langmuir wave is needed fo
back energy transfer process from the seed to the pump~to up shift the seed
frequency to that of the pump!, but the seed encounters all the time fre
plasma layers where Langmuir waves are absent. For ultrashort seed p
the plasma heating within the pulse duration is negligible.
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backward Raman gain ratio is small in plasma. The favora
forward-to-backward Raman gain ratio could alleviate
problem of backward second Stokes~yet not removing it,
because the forward-scattered signal propagates tog
with the parent laser and so has more distance to grow
does the backscattered signal which quickly passes throu
short pulse!. However, the proposal Ref. 7 apparently r
quired too high a plasma homogeneity for maintaining pu
amplification, because of a very narrow resonance betw
the lasers and the Langmuir wave. The resonance migh
broadened by using a preheated plasma having larger La
damping of the resonant Langmuir wave. However,
larger damping then reduces the Langmuir wave amplit
and hence the Raman gain. As a result, the estimated am
fication length, even in a dense plasma, is too large~meters!,
with still severe requirements on the plasma homogeneit

Our proposal for ultrapowerful Raman backward amp
fiers does employ the favorable forward-to-backward Ram
gain ratio in plasma, but relates to the very different amp
fication regimes associated with ultrashort ultrainten
pulses. The large frequency bandwidth of such ultrash
pulses makes the amplification resonance robust enoug
tolerate reasonable fluctuations in plasma frequency~and
hence density!. Also, the large intensities make electron m
tion in the laser field nonperturbative, in contrast to regim
of Ref. 7. Thermal motion can be neglected so that a c
plasma approach is valid. Both the Landau and collisio
Langmuir wave damping are negligible. Note that, for circ
larly polarized lasers, there is an effective nonlinear supp
sion of the Langmuir wave collisional damping. Electrons
the field of a circularly polarized laser move in circles wi
velocity proportional to the vector-potential of the laser fie
The electron–ion collision frequency for these electrons
inversely proportional the cube of their velocity. For a ve
intense pumped laser pulse, the collision frequency of
rapidly oscillating electrons is small in the pulse location,
that Langmuir wave damping is negligible there. The Lan
muir wave then reaches higher amplitude and provides st
ger coupling between the pump and pumped lasers.~Note
that for linearly polarized lasers, this effect on the Langm
wave damping is less pronounced, because the electron
locity in laser fields then has stagnation points where
collision frequency is high.!

The fact that Langmuir wave damping is negligib
within the pulse duration implies that so-called transient
gimes of Raman backscattering must be considered, ra
than the stationary regimes of Ref. 7, where the Langm
wave is damped. The equations describing transient Ra
backscattering—an important special case of the reso
three-wave interaction—are applicable to many phys
contexts, including, classical laser amplifiers employing tw
level inverse-populated systems, and stimulated Brillo
scattering in optical fibers, gases and plasma. These e
tions are integrable by the inverse scattering method, wh
can be employed to determine the large-time asymptotic
havior of well-localized wave packets~see Ref. 8!. For am-
plification ~compression! purposes, however, an advanc
evolution of a short pulse inside a relatively long pumpi
beam is of particular interest.
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For an exactly resonant interaction, this intermedi
asymptotic behavior is approximated well by a quasi-se
similar attractor solution, a so-called ‘‘p-pulse,’’ which fully
depletes the pumping beam while undergoing amplificat
and contraction~see Ref. 9!. The pulse maximum move
with a super-luminous speed, approaching the front. N
here the contrast to the linear stage of the backscatte
instability ~see Ref. 10!, illustrated by Fig. 3, when the origi
nally small and narrow seed pulse is not just amplified
also broadened, having its maximum moving with the spe
c/2, so that the distance between the maximum and the f
of the pulse increases with the speedc/2. That is why the
pumped pulse may be broader than the initial seed even
substantial nonlinear contraction, as shown in Fig. 2.

The p-pulse regime for ultrapowerful plasma-based R
man backward amplifiers was proposed and analyzed in
11. It was shown that the pulse can, in principle, be amplifi
with 100% efficiency to huge intensities and fluences~see
Table I! within a time short compared to the time scale f

FIG. 3. During the linear stage of the pump backscattering instability,
seed-pulse stretches; its front moves at the vacuum light speed2c, while its
maximum moves with a half of this speed2c/2. The maximum increases
with the peak growth rate for the monochromatic wave instabil
a0Avpv/2. The linear stage ends when the area under the pulse env
*b dz becomes of the order of 1. At that point the pump depletion becom
significant.

TABLE I. Example of the pump and output pulse parameters scaling w
laser wavelength for a fixed laser-to-plasma frequency ratio and the lar
allowed amplification length, near the threshold of Langmuir wave break

Laser wavelength~mm! 1/40 1/4 1 10
Pump duration~ps! 1.25 12.5 50 500
Pump intensity (W/cm2) 1.631017 1.631015 1014 1012

Pump vector-potential (a0) 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006
Laser-to-plasma frequency ratio 12 12 12 12
Concentration of plasma (cm23) 1.131022 1.131020 731018 731016

Linear e-times growth length~cm! 0.000 43 0.0043 0.013 0.13
Total amplification length~cm! 0.018 0.18 0.7 7
Output pulse duration~fs! 1 10 40 400
Output pulse fluence (kJ/cm2) 160 16 4 0.4
Output pulse intensity (W/cm2) 1.631020 1.631018 1017 1015
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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filamentation instabilities to develop. Note that this regime
fast compression by a resonant three-wave interactio
complementary to the interesting regime of laser amplifi
tion via Compton backscattering in a more rarefied plas
where wave breaking occurs and where the pump deple
can be neglected~see Ref. 12!. This so-called superradian
regime is mathematically similar to superradiant amplific
tion in free electron lasers~see Ref. 13!.

It is the high efficiency of the transient Raman bac
scattering in a dense plasma that allows one to outrun
mentation instabilities of the pumped pulse. On the ot
hand, because of this high efficiency, the Raman backsca
ing of the pump by thermal Langmuir waves may lead
premature pump depletion, as the pump traverses the pla
layer towards the seed pulse. It appears, however, that ap
priate detuning can suppress this unwanted Raman b
scattering of pump by noise, while not suppressing the de
able seed pulse amplification, as shown in Ref. 14.

This very useful feature of the detuning effect is rema
able, since the linear Raman backscattering instability of
pump ~responsible for noise amplification! has a larger
growth rate than its nonlinear counterpart~responsible for
the useful amplification of seed laser pulse!. However, the
linear instability has a narrower frequency bandwidth. In
nonlinear regime, the pumped pulse duration decrease
versely proportional to the pulse amplitude. The stronger
pulse, the faster the pump depletion. Thus, the pulse
quency bandwidth increases like the pulse amplitude, so
the nonlinear instability, as it grows, can tolerate larger a
larger external detuning from the backscattering resona
The same bandwidth broadening slows down the nonlin
instability by increasing the effective internal detuning.

The arranged detuning can suppress also Raman n
forward scattering of the pumped pulse, which is one of
major factors limiting the time and hence the maximum
tensities, for pulse amplification in the fast laser compres
~Exactly forward Raman scattering in plasma is suppres
anyway by the extra factorAvp /v, because of the coupling
with the anti-Stokes component, see for instance Refs
and 16.! To suppress Raman near-forward scattering of
pumped pulse, the plasma frequency gradient has to be la
than the pulse bandwidth gradient. To preserve the us
amplification process, the plasma frequency detuning ca
partially compensated by the pump frequency chirp.

From Fig. 4, it can be seen that the total external det
ing, dvdetuning[dv ~which governs the pump backscatte
ing!, can be made less than the plasma frequency detu
dvplasma[dvp ~which governs the pumped pulse forwa
scattering!. The larger plasma frequency gradientvp8 can
suppress Raman near-forward scattering of the pumped p
into the Stokes pulse down shifted by the plasma frequen
The detuning gradientdv8 can be selected to suppress t
pump Raman backscattering by noise.

Interestingly, the idea of pump chirping for suppressi
forward scattering in gas-based backward Raman ampli
was put forth 20 years ago,17 where it was envisioned tha
both the pump and pumped lasers could be chirped, w
varying Raman frequencies via the Zeeman effect. This id
however, was apparently not pursued. Here the effect of
Downloaded 17 Jan 2006 to 192.55.106.171. Redistribution subject to AIP
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tuning is considerably more advantageous, because it ca
used together with the nonlinear filtering effect.

III. BASIC EQUATIONS

A slightly detuned transient three-wave interaction
plasma Raman backward amplifier can be described by e
tions

at1caz5vpf b, bt2cbz52vpf * a,

f t1 idv f 52vab* /2, dv5vp1vb2va . ~1!

Herea andb are vector-potential envelopes of the pump a
pulse, respectively, in units of mec

2/e'53105 V,
and f is the envelope of the Langmuir wave electrosta
field EW 5EeW z in units of mecvp /e5cA4pmene

'Ane@cm23# V/cm, defined by formulas

~Ax1 iAy!e/mec
25aei (kaz2vat)1bei (kbz2vbt),

~2!
Ee/mecvp5 f ei @~ka2kb!z2vpt#1c.c.;

Ax andAy are components of the real vector-potentialAW in
the plane transverse to the propagation directionz; for the
pump propagating in the positive and the seed pulse in
negative direction, like in Fig. 2,ka5Ava

22vp
2/c and kb

52Avb
22vp

2/c; vp , vb , andva are the plasma, laser-see
and laser-pump frequencies, anddv is the detuning from the
three-wave resonance; and subscriptst andz denote time and
space derivatives. The pulse duration is larger thanvp

21 .
Both lasers are circularly polarized. Self-nonlinearities of
sers and Langmuir wave are neglected. Plasma ions are
sumed to be immobile. The Langmuir wave group velocity
neglected in comparison with the speed of light. Forvb

@vp , we approximateva'vb5v andka'2kb'v/c, re-
taining the exact frequencies only in calculating the detun

FIG. 4. A conceptual scheme of detuned Raman backward amplifica
The detuningdvplasma[dvp , caused in the seed-pulse location by plasm
density gradient, depends on the distance from the seed to the pl
boundary2z. The detuningdvpump[dva , caused in the seed-pulse loca
tion by pump chirp, depends on the distance from the seed to the pump
22z. Note that the chirp can be used to compensate partially the detu
effect of the density gradient. A smaller detuning can be used to stabilize
pump to noise without disruption of the desired amplification process~non-
linear filtering effect!, while a larger plasma density gradient can suppr
Raman near-forward scattering of the seed pulse. The combined effe
plasma density gradient and pump chirp on external detuning in Ra
backward amplifier is described by the detuning gradientdv85vp822va8 ,
where primes signify derivatives of plasma and pump frequencies at
pulse location over distances from locations of exact resonance (2z) and
pump front (22z), respectively. The detuning gradient is characterized
low by dimensionless parameterq52(vp822va8)c/vpvaa0

2 .
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dv. For an inhomogeneous plasma,vp is a function of the
distance passed by pumped pulse2z, and for a chirped
pump,va is a function of the distance to the pump frontct
2z.

For further analysis, it is convenient to count time fro
the seed-laser front arrival to a given point2z and to rescale
variables,

z5~ t1z/c!Avvp/2, t52zAvvp/c,
~3!

f 5 f̄Av/vp, dv5Avvpd/2,

so that Eqs.~1! take the form

az2at5 f̄ b, bt52 f̄ * a, f̄ z1 i f̄ d52ab* . ~4!

The detuning caused by the plasma density variation
function of z52ct/Avvp, while the detuning produced b
the pump chirp is a function of the distance to the pump fr
ct2z52c(t1z)/Avvp. For z!t, i.e., ct2z!2z, the
chirp-produced detuning and, hence, the total detuning m
be considered to be a function of justt. When this function is
smooth enough, it can be linearized near the resonant
50, so thatd'd8t. This approximation is used below.
covers the whole region of interest during the most import
nonlinear amplification stage when the pumped pulse c
tracts and is well localized in the domainz!t. As for the
linear stage of the pump instability, the above approximat
fully covers the case of detuning caused by just a plas
density gradient, and can be easily generalized to cover f
the chirp-produced detuning as well without a noticea
change in major conclusions. As seen from the above for
las,d852(vp822va8)c/vpva[qa0

2 with q defined as in Fig.
4.

Note that, mathematically, the small varying parts ofvp

andva could have been included in the respective envel
definitions, which would apparently reduce the basic eq
tions ~1! to the same form as for zero frequency detunin
However, this approach would complicate the boundary c
ditions at large2z or ct2z. It is interesting that such a
transformation, removing thefrequencydetuning from Eqs.
~1! and ~2!, differs from the well-known transformation o
Ref. 18, which removes thewavelengthdetuning from equa-
tions for the nearly resonant three-wave interaction. Inde
when the group velocity of one wave is zero, the transform
tion of Ref. 18 is reduced just to atime-independentphase
shift for this wave. Such a shift apparently cannot remove
frequencydetuning from the basic equations. It indicates th
the general case offrequencydetuning is not covered by th
transformation of Ref. 18. Also, the linear theory for par
metric instabilities in inhomogeneous medium, suggeste
Ref. 19, is not directly applicable to thefrequencydetuned
interaction. The underlying physical reason for these diff
Downloaded 17 Jan 2006 to 192.55.106.171. Redistribution subject to AIP
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ences is as follows. Thewavelengthdetuned three-wave in
teraction involves primarily wave field evolution in a fixe
space location, so that the group velocity of the mate
wave is important. In contrast, for amplification of short las
pulses, the wave field evolution in the pulse location mov
with the speed of light is primarily interesting. The propag
tion of the material wave, which is the Langmuir wave in t
above context, with group velocity small in comparison
speed of light, is no longer important; rather new Langm
waves are excited all the time in new locations of the am
fied pulse. The new moving-location dynamics may affe
dramatically the fixed-location dynamics, since the amplifi
pulse may completely deplete the pump and hence pre
its further access to locations already passed by the pu
even before the pump instability in these fixed locations
velops.

IV. LINEAR STAGE OF THE PUMP INSTABILITY

During the linear stage of the backscattering instabili
when the pump depletion is negligible,a'a05const, the
solution of ~4! with d5qa0

2t can be obtained by Laplac
transformation and written as

b~z,t!5
]

]z E dz1 G~z2z1 ,t!b~z1,0!,

G~z,t!5
1

2p i EC

dp

p
expFph1

i

q
lnS 12

iq

p D G , ~5!

h[a0
2zt,

where the integration contourC in the complex planep en-
compasses in the positive direction singularities atp50 and
p5 iq.

For uquAh!1, the Green’s functionG reduces to that in
a uniform plasma, whereq50 andG5I 0(2Ah), in agree-
ment with the linear theory of Ref. 10 for backscattering
uniform media. HereI 0 is the modified Bessel function. In
the domainh@1 ~but still uquAh!1, which is possible when

uqu!1!, one hasG'exp(2Ah)/2ApAh. In original vari-
ables,h5a0

2vvp(t1z/c)(2z)/2c, so that maximumG is
reached atz52ct/2 ~i.e., it moves with a half of speed o
light! and increases with the peak growth rate for the mo
chromatic wave instabilitya0Avvp/2. The pulse quickly
stretches, since the front is moving with the speed of lig
This dynamic is illustrated by Fig. 3.

The effect of detuning becomes noticeable atuquAh
;1, when the backscattering instability makes aboutuqu21

exponentiations. Foruqu!1, the Green’s function~5! can be
evaluated by the method of steepest descent. It increase
ponentially withh up to the pointhM54/q2@1. In the do-
main h@1, but hM2h@1, G can be approximated by th
formula
G5
exp@Ah~12h/hM !1~AhM1 i !arcctgAhM /h212 ih/AhM#

2ApAh~12h/hM !
. ~6!
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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For h!hM , Eq. ~6! reduces to the exact resonance case
the applicability limit hM2h;1, uGu attains its maximum
value, maxhuGu;exp(p/uqu). For largerh, uGu drops abruptly.
Hence, the maximum amplification factor for the integrat
amplitude, u[*z dz b(z,t), of a small narrow seedb is
;exp(p/uqu). If the initial value of the integrated amplitudeu
is much smaller than exp(2p/uqu), it remains smaller than 1
as well as the pump depletion does, so that such a small
never reaches the nonlinear stage of instability. This de
mines the threshold for the detuning gradientq for stabiliz-
ing the pump in a backward amplifier in the presence
small noise.

V. NONLINEAR STAGE OF THE PULSE
AMPLIFICATION

Consider the nonlinear evolution of a seed pulse w
initial integrated amplitudeu larger than exp(2p/uqu), which
is sufficient to deplete pump before makingp/uqu exponen-
tiations. In the nonlinear stage of amplification, the pum
depletion scale decreases, while the amplification time
creases, since a fixed pump acts relatively more slowly
larger signals. When thez scale becomes much smaller th
thet-scale, the termuatu!uazu in ~4! can be neglected. The
the resulting set of nonlinear equations has a new symme
allowing the self-similar substitution

a~z,t!5a0ã~h!, f̄ ~z,t!5a0 f̃ ~h!,
~7!

b~z,t!5a0
2tb̃~h!, h5a0

2tz,

so that the scaled functions satisfy the nonlinear ordin
differential equation~ODE!

ãh5 f̃ b̃, f̃ h1 iq f̃ 52ãb̃* , ~hb̃!h52ã f̃ * ~8!

with the initial conditionã→1 at h→10. The solution de-
pends on a single parameter, sayb̃(10)5e1 . The quantity
e1 coincides in fact with the integrated amplitude of a narr
initial seed pulse that moves ahead of the similarity dom
not belonging to it. The substitution~7! can be done there a
well, but with b̃ dependent of bothh and t. Taking into
account thatu[*zdz b(z,t)5*hdh b̃, it is easy to get the
equation foru in the similarity domain. For smallh, when
one can setã51 in the two last Eqs.~8!, one gets (huh)h

1 iqhuh5u, with u(10)5uh(10)5e1 . Note that for
such a narrow seed pulse,u is proportional to the Green’s
function for the linear problem,u5e1G, as long as the ap
proximationã51 is valid, i.e., the pump depletion is negl
gible.

To analyze Eqs.~8! for arbitrary pump depletion, it is
useful to rewrite them in real form introducing real amp
tudes and phases byã5Aeia, b̃5Beib, f̃ 5Feif, to obtain
a set of six real first-order equations,

Ah5FB cosD, ah5FB sinD/A,

Fh52AB cosD, fh5AB sinD/F2q,
~9!

~hB!h52AF cosD, bh5AF sinD/Bh,

D[b1f2a.
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These six equations can be reduced to a set of just two
first-order equations. Reduction of order by two is due to
invariance of ~9! to the two-parameter group of consta
phase-shifts that do not changeD. An extra reduction by one
is due to the integral of~9!, A21F25C25const, corre-
sponding to conservation of the joint number of the pum
and Langmuir quanta in the 3-wave decay interaction, a
allowing one to introduce functionU, such that

A5C cos~U/2!, F5C sin~U/2!. ~10!

To proceed with the order reduction, the identi
(h2B2bh)h5(h2B2)hq/2 can be derived from Eqs.~9!. Tak-
ing into account regularity of all fields ath→10, it follows
bh5q/2 for all h’s. Thus, the amplified pulse acquires
linear frequency chirp equal to half of the external detun
gradient, while the central pulse frequency drift compensa
for a half of the external detuning.

Substitution of~10! and the extra integralbh5q/2 in Eq.
~9! gives a closed set of two first order ordinary different
equations~ODE!,

Uh522B cosD,

2~hB!h52C2 sinU cosD, ~11!

qhB5C2 sinU sinD.

The initial value of U is U(10)522 arctge1[e @since
A(10)51 andF(10)52B(10)52e1#.

For q50, when one can takeD50, Eqs.~11! are equiva-
lent to the second order ODE (hUh)h5C2 sinU. With h
5j2/4C2, it reduces to Eq.~6! of Ref. 11, Ujj1Uj /j
5sinU, corresponding to the exactly resonant interacti
The exactly resonant solution is shown in Fig. 5.

For qÞ0, the equations can be put in the form

Uh52c2 sin~2D!sinU/qh,

Dh52 c2 sin2 D cosU/qh2q/2, ~12!

D~10!50, U~10!5e.

FIG. 5. Normalized energy densities of the pumped pulse: (Uj /max(Uj))
2,

solid line, Langmuir wave; (sin(U/2))2, dashed line, and pump (cos(U/2))2,
dotted line, as functions ofj52Ca0Azt for e50.1 andq50. After the
pulse passes, the pump is completely depleted, and just the relatively
frequency~and hence low-energy! Langmuir wave remains. More than ha
of the pump energy goes into the leading spike of thep-pulse wavetrain.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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The limit q→0 has a peculiarity. ForqÞ0, U varies
only inside (0,p) interval, while for q50, U[U0 varies
inside (0,2p) interval and tends to the limitp at j→` os-
cillating around this value~‘‘ p-pulse’’ solution!. The points
where U05p are not zeros ofB, but are rather close to
maxima of the pulse intensityB2. For smallqÞ0, one can
neglect variation ofB'B* near a pointh5h* whereU0

5p and, integrating there ~11!, to get Ũ[p2U
'uB* uAq2h

*
2 /C414(h2h* )2. The function has a mini-

mum Ũ* 'uB* quh* /C2 at h* . The corresponding sinD
'Ũ* /Ũ tends to zero asq→0 outside a narrow (uh2h* u
<qh* ) vicinity of h* . In the outer domain, the solution i
close to thep-pulse up to the terms}q2.

The pump intensity has a minimumA
*
2 'C2Ũ

*
2 /4

'B
*
2 q2h

*
2 /4C2 at h* . The zero-order values ofB* andh*

can be taken from thep-pulse solution. Fore!1, the inte-
grated amplitude of the leading spike of thep-pulse
wavetrain is close to the classical 2p-pulse solution of the
Sine–Gordon equation,U0'4 arctg(eej/4A2pj).11 The
point U05p is located atj* ' ln(4A2pj* /e) (h* 5j

*
2 /4).

Calculating a small deviation from the 2p pulse, one can
show that the pulse intensity isB

*
2 '4/(j* 11)2. Then,A

*
2

'q2j
*
4 /16(j* 11)2. This simple asymptotic (q→0, e→0)

formula agrees with numerical results presented in Fig
For q50.25,e50.1, both the analytical and numerical sol
tions giveA

*
2 '8%. Even forq50.5,e50.1, the agreemen

is still reasonable:A
*
2 '33% analytical versusA

*
2 '29% nu-

merical.
Numerical solution of Eqs.~12! confirms the linear

theory prediction that detuning suppresses the pump inst
ity to noise: as seen from Figs. 6 and 7, very small se
virtually do not deplete the pump. Yet, it is possible to ma
tain a high efficiency of the useful amplification process t
starts from a moderately small initial seed and can tolera
large enough detuning gradientq.

After the pumped pulse passes, there is no further de
tion. The final pump depletion depends on parameterse and
q and may take any value in the~0,1! interval. It corresponds

FIG. 6. The pump depletion is smaller for larger detuning gradientsuqu.
Yet, the depletion can be large enough for a moderately small detu
gradient; about 80% foruqu50.25.
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to U(1`) taking any value in the (0,p) interval. Thus, all
‘‘less-than-p-pulses’’ can appear in detuned Raman ampl
ers, in contrast to the well-known exactly resonant ca
where justp pulses appear.9 Figure 8 demonstrates that th
self-similar solution is an attractor. It also shows that t
final pump depletion~say, 76% fore50.1,q50.25, or 52%
for e50.1, q50.5! can be somewhat increased by workin
near the threshold of the Langmuir wave breaking~see be-
low!. The near-threshold breaking occurs near the lead
maximum of the pumped pulse intensity, which prevents
pulse energy from scattering back to the pump. It suppres
the second and further spikes in the amplified pu
wavetrain.

g
FIG. 7. The pump depletion is smaller for smaller integrated seed am
tudesueu. Very small seeds hardly deplete the pump, which indicates
pump stability to noise. A moderately small seed can consume nearly al
pump energy, resulting in a nonlinear filtering effect.

FIG. 8. Coincidence of the solid and dotted lines indicates that the s
similar solution is an attractor for Eq.~4! with small and narrow initial seed
pulse ~small spike atz50, which the intensityb0

2 is multiplied by 10 to
make it distinguishable!. The dashed and dashed–dotted lines, based by
PIC simulation, show that the Langmuir wave breaking~occurring ata0

'0.008 forv/vp510! raises the total energy extraction from the pump a
suppresses secondary spikes.
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VI. EVALUATION OF THE OUTPUT PULSE
PARAMETERS

The amplification time is mainly limited by the pumpe
pulse instabilities that may arise from noise.

The largest growth rate is associated with the Ram
backscattering instability, but the Stokes backscatter quic
passes through the short pulse, making this channel of
ergy loss relatively benign. Indeed, for the pumped pulse
duration T, the backward Stokes component experien
aboutbTAvvp exponentiations. This factor does not chan
in the pumping process and remains of the order of 5
more precise calculation for the leading spike of thep-pulse
wavetrain confirms that the amplitude of the Stokes com
nent is amplified only by a factor;exp(p&)'85 times.

The near-forward Raman scattering has a smaller gro
rate but more time to develop, since the scattered light mo
together with the pulse. Of interest here is the amplificat
exponent in the weakly coupled regime of short-pulse ins
bility, ;bATtvp

3/v ~Ref. 16! @which is (vp /v)At/T times
the backscattering exponent#. The near-forward Raman sca
tering limits the time of pulse amplification byt,t f w

5(L f w /vpa0)Aj* v/2pvp, whereL f w is the number of ex-
ponentiations allowed for the instability.

Alternatively, the limit on amplification may arise from
the modulational instability, caused by the relativistic ele
tron nonlinearity of the amplified pulse. For highly overcri
cal powers considered here, the peak growth rate
;vp

2b2/2v ~see, for instance, Ref. 20!. According to the
above formulas forb, the pulse amplification time canno
exceedtmd5j

*
2/3Lmd

1/3/21/3vpa0
4/3, whereLmd is the number

of exponentiations which can be tolerated for modulation
The time allowed for amplification before either instab

ity develops is larger whenvp is smaller, i.e., when plasm
is more rarefied. However, to avoid the Langmuir wa
breaking which dramatically reduces coupling of the pu
and pumped lasers, the conditionvp.v(4a0)2/3 should be
satisfied. Thus, the most favorable regime occurs near
wavebreaking limit where tmd5j

*
2/3Lmd

1/3/25/3va0
2 , t f w

5j
*
1/2L f w/4A2pva0

2. As can be seen, thesetmd and t f w co-
incide up to logarithms. For reasonable values of the lo
rithmic factors, the allowed amplification distance can
evaluated aszampl5c min(tmd,tfw); l/4a0

2. The respective
output pulse fluencew is independent of the pump intensit
w5I 1 (2pa0

2/l2) zampl(mec
2/e)2, where I 1 is the relative

pump depletion. A reasonable estimate isw; (1/2l) J/cm.
The output pulse duration and intensity can be eva
ated as T;6/vp;1.3a0

22/3l@mm#fs and W5 (w/T)
; (40a0

2/3/l2) GW; (30bM
2 /l2) GW, wherebM;1.2a0

1/3 is
the output pulse amplitude.

For even more rarefied plasma,vp!v(4a0)2/3, the
Langmuir wave breaks much before the pump is comple
backscattered, which reduces the pump depletion and
ciency of amplification. The early Langmuir wave breaki
indicates that the short-scale (;l/2) plasma electric field is
not very important in this regime. Under such conditions
Raman backscattering is dominated by Compton backsca
ing on individual electrons. There is experimental evidenc21

of the transition from the stimulated Raman to Compt
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scattering via breaking of plasma waves. Theoreti
estimates11 indicate that the Raman backward amplificati
regime turns then into a strongly kinetic~‘‘superradiant’’!
amplification regime of Ref. 12, and that the efficiency of t
pump energy transfer to the pumped pulse decreases
with decrease in the plasma density.

VII. PROPOSED EXPERIMENTS

The assertions of this paper rely only on rather transp
ent well accepted nonlinear equations for elementary th
wave interactions. Nonetheless, to proceed with confiden
experimental verification not only of the final result, but al
of intermediate stepping stones, is necessary. The follow
sequence of increasingly ambitious experiments is one s
path:

~1! First, to verify experimentally the linear theory of
seeded Raman backscattering instability of a laser pu
in plasma. Note that the theory of the instability growin
from a thermal noise has already been validated exp
mentally in Ref. 22.

~2! Second, to observe onset of the pump depletion and
of the pumped pulse stretching.

~3! Third, to observe thep-pulse self-contraction regime fo
the pulse pumped through the stimulated Raman ba
scattering in plasma.

~4! Fourth, to verify the amplification length limit impose
by filamentation instabilities.

~5! Fifth, to verify the pump stabilization to premature bac
scattering in a noisy plasma layer through an appropr
detuning.

~6! Sixth, to verify the pumped pulse stabilization to Ram
near-forward scattering through the nonlinear filteri
effect.

~7! Seventh, to verify the suppression secondary spikes
the leading spike enhancement in the Langmuir ne
wavebreaking regime.

~8! Eighth, to verify the predicted scalings for the outp
pulse parameters with the laser wavelength.

Numerical examples are given in Table I. Note that ju
a very modest 10 GW power~corresponding to a 100l-
diameter beam for which the diffraction length still excee
the amplification length! is sufficient for all the basic
principle-of-proof experiments.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Self-similar attractor solutions are found for the fr
quency detuned three-wave interaction. The solutions ge
alize the classicalp-pulse regime solution for the exactl
resonant three-wave interaction, a problem of broad intere9

Similarly, the results of this work are anticipated to be a
plicable to a broad range of phenomena.

A new integral of the detuned equations is identifi
which shows that the amplified pulse acquires the freque
shift exactly equal to the half of the imposed detuning, a
the chirp exactly equal to half the imposed detuning gradie
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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A new scheme of the fast laser compression in plasm
proposed capable of raising nonfocused output intensitie
laser amplifiers to 1017W/cm2 at 1 mm wavelength, which
exceeds by;105 times nonfocused outputs of the most a
vanced chirp pulse amplification techniques. Focusing of
new enhanced outputs might produce laser pulses with u
relativistic intensities, not achievable in currently employ
schemes. This will enable laboratory studies of basic ma
properties in quite a new parameter range. For instanc
might be possible to enhance substantially the recent exp
ments on photonuclear physics reported in Ref. 23.

A nonlinear filtering effect is identified which enable
the selective suppression of unwanted Raman instabilitie
a combination of detuning and nonlinear effects. It mak
robust to noise the technologically simplest fast compress
scheme in which the laser pump propagates towards
seed-pulse precisely through the plasma layer where the
plification then occurs.

Note that the limit on the intensity of nonfocused outp
pulse in the proposed scheme scales with the laser w
length like 1/l2. Hence, this scheme might be even mo
advantageous in x-ray range, when appropriate x-ray la
pump lasers are developed~see, e.g., Ref. 24!. For instance,
a 1/40mm-wavelength output pulse of Table I with diamet
10 cm, if focused to a 40 wavelength diameter, would re
an intensity of 1030W/cm2. At such an intensity, the lase
field produces vacuum breakdown.

For the scheme advanced here, the pump quality in
compressors may be very modest, since fluctuations are
eraged over the amplification distance. All the asserti
here really follow from the simple backward Raman scatt
ing equations in the short pulse transient regime. Althou
these equations are well accepted and relied upon within
literature, a sequence of experiments both to verify
scheme that we propose as well as its key building block
indicated.
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